BEST WISHES TO THE SENIORS

THE UNIVERSITY FAREWELL

A Year of Changes, 1950-1951, a year of change for the Suffolk University, the year when the campus and students will grow and develop in a new way. In the past, the campus was relatively small, but with the addition of new buildings and programs, it has expanded significantly. The student body has also grown, and the university has become more diverse.

The year has been filled with events and activities, from the annual spring carnival to the commencement ceremony. The students have worked hard, and the university has seen a number of graduates. The university wishes to express its appreciation to all the students who have contributed to its success.

The university also wishes to acknowledge the contributions of the faculty and staff, whose dedication and hard work have made the year possible. The university looks forward to continuing its growth in the future.
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SURVEY REVEALS EMPLOYMENT HINTS

A recent survey of 10,000 graduates of business and industrial schools in the United States reveals that the majority of these students are unable to find satisfactory employment. The survey, conducted by the National Business League, indicates that the shortage of skilled labor exists in almost every industrial center in the country. The report further states that the demand for skilled labor is expected to increase in the near future.

A large number of graduates are reported to be seeking positions in the fields of sales and advertising. However, the report warns that competition for these positions is keen and that applicants must have a good education and previous experience.

In the field of manufacturing, the demand for skilled labor is greatest. The report states that employers are willing to pay a wage of $10 per week for the average skilled worker, but that this wage must be increased to $15 per week for skilled workers with specialized training.

In summary, the report emphasizes the importance of proper preparation and training for those seeking employment. It also recommends that graduates seek employment in fields where there is a shortage of skilled labor.

SAFETY RULES

1. Always wear protective goggles and a dust mask when working with chemicals.
2. Do not eat, drink, or smoke in the laboratory.
3. Keep working area clean and free from hazards.
4. Use proper tools and equipment.
5. Follow all laboratory procedures carefully.
6. Do nottamper with safety devices.
7. Report any accidents or incidents immediately.
8. Follow all safety regulations and procedures.

H. S. Speech Contests

Vie In Auditorium, May 19

The annual speech contest was held in the auditorium on May 19. The competition was open to all high school students in the area. The judges were Mr. and Mrs. John Goodman, Mr. and Mrs. William Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. James Johnson.

The winners of the contest were:

1. First Place: Mary Johnson, Central High School
2. Second Place: Richard Smith, East High School
3. Third Place: Jane Johnson, West High School

Congratulations to all the participants and thank you to the judges for their hard work.

Little Known Facts

1. The first high school in the United States was established in 1647 in Boston.
2. The oldest high school in the United States is Phillips Academy in Andover, Massachusetts.

John Clements

Drama Star Graduating

John Clements, a senior at East High School, will be graduating this spring. He has been involved in the school's drama department for four years and has been the lead actor in several productions.

John has been offered a scholarship to study drama at the University of California. He plans to pursue a career in film and television.

Wisconsin Relay Teams

The Wisconsin relay teams have been practicing hard for their upcoming meet. The team is confident that they will bring home some gold medals.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

The University of Wisconsin will be hosting a conference on renewable energy this summer. The conference will bring together experts from around the world to discuss the latest developments in this field.

The conference will be held from July 15 to 19 at the University of Wisconsin's Madison campus. For more information, please visit the conference website at uwrenewableenergyconference.com.
EDITORIALS

LIBRARY NOTES

Employment in the library is not just filling empty hours, but also providing valuable experiences for students. It is an opportunity to observe the library's operations, learn about the resources available, and contribute to a vital service for the community.

The library is open from 9 am to 8 pm, with extended hours on some days. It offers a wide range of resources, including books, journals, digital materials, and study spaces. The librarians are knowledgeable and available to assist with research and study needs.

There are opportunities for part-time employment, both on and off campus. Interested students are encouraged to inquire about positions and requirements.

Everyone Wants the Best

Joe and Nemo's

Have Got the Best

SOMERSET SQUARE  BOSTON
YOUR FACULTY
BY R. OWEN AND A. KENT

Dr. Frank M. Buxky

The faculty of Suffolk University has among its members a most great and prominent in the persons of Dr. Frank M. Buxky, M.D., who is a well-recognized leader in his profession. Dr. Buxky is in the active practice of medicine in Newburyport, and is a member of many medical societies. He is on the board of directors of the Newburyport Savings Bank, and is a director of the Newburyport News. He is also president of the Newburyport Board of Education.

Floyd R. Bell

Business Club
Represented At Conference

Journey School
To Compose Next Rambler

The journey school is represented at conference by the Suffolk Business Club. The club's representatives are the members of the Suffolk Business Club.

The Suffolk Business Club is composed of students enrolled in the Business School of Suffolk University. The club meets regularly to discuss current business topics and to plan events for the students.

EARLE HOTEL COFFEE SHOP

Opening at Roosevelt Park
Open Daily from 7 A.M. to Midnight
MEALS — SANDWICHES — SOODS
86 BOWDOIN STREET

UNDER COVER
BY PERI TRAUBER

The recent move of the Suffolk Business Club to Roosevelt Park has been a great improvement for the club. The new location offers a more comfortable atmosphere for meetings and events.

The Suffolk Business Club meets on a regular basis to discuss current business topics and plan events for the students.
Graduation Class Of 1951
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The Administration’s Farewell

In addressing your class on this occasion, I think that it is fitting to express to you, at least as I can, the sentiments which I entertain toward you.

It seems to me that first among these is a feeling of appreciation of the time spirit which has prevailed among you toward one another, and toward me and the Faculty. You have manifested at all times an attitude of courtesy and good feeling. You have made me feel that you are my friends, and that you realize that I am yours. Then, I am keenly conscious of a sense of gratification in being able to extend to you sincere and honest congratulations for what you have accomplished during your period of residence in the Law School.

I have seriously approximated what I think can be done in so short a space of time. I feel safe in assuring you of what you, yourselves, must realize, that your foundations have been securely laid.

Finally, in no sense as a mere conventional gesture, I wish for you success in your undertakings, and especially, I wish you happiness in all that you do. That you possess the qualities and capacities to attain true success, I do not doubt. I trust you have the evidence in your selves that I have in you.

In brief, the best hope of the future of the profession and the profession itself rests in each of you. In expressing my appreciation to the faculty and student body for the spiritual work they have done during the past three years, those who are receiving their degrees from Suffolk, I desire to express my best wishes with the hope that you have received from a professional training which will enable you to contribute your full measure of effort to the undertakings to which you are now turning. I am assured of your most pleasant vocations in the future, and I trust that you will continue your work with a perfect perception of the fact that what you are is more than what you are.

There is no material in the thought that you Suffolk will shortly be leaving Suffolk as active students. However, it is satisfying to know that you are about to make a period of life which will be a period of training. You will experience the fulfillment of the things you will have accomplished.

As undergraduate at Suffolk, you have learned about many "tools" that you need, and more. You have gained a mental knowledge of techniques. From the great amount of course work you have learned different principles, rules and philosophies. You can achieve much by better techniques and more methods. You are no longer asked to think and reason, but to apply.

Now comes the time when the manipulation of the "tools" will be done. Again, you can be your own. All members of the Suffolk Law School can do in the shaping of your profession is to point out the proper path, and you will do the rest. You will make your own profession, and then you can enjoy it.

Remember that at Suffolk you were personalized in your own right and were never a "student." We have always been interested in your success and ourselves as a student. We shall continue to maintain that interest in your progress and success as a student. We shall continue to maintain that interest in your success and progress as an attorney.

All of us, including you, want the best for you, and we are all looking forward to the day when you will be able to make your own profession and enjoy it.
SPORTS PARADE

Basketball AP: Don Flordhi, coach of the U19 basketball team, which had a great season this year. The team finished first in the league with a record of 13 wins, 2 losses.

Hockey Coach: Don Peterson, who has been a fixture on the hockey scene for several years. His coaching is highly regarded by many in the community.

Suffolk U19 Hockey Team: The U19 hockey team had a successful season, advancing to the provincial championships.

Joe Hannan: Joe Hannan, who has been a cornerstone of the Suffolk hockey team, has decided to retire from the sport.

The Suffolk Hockey Team is looking forward to a new season with high expectations.

Suffolk U19 Basketball Team: The U19 basketball team finished in first place in the Provincial Championships.

The Suffolk Hockey Team: The Suffolk Hockey Team is looking forward to a strong season with new players and a new coach.
1950-51 SPORTS SEASON

Baseball

The Story of the 50-51 sports season is perhaps best told in terms of the two major categories. Each sport had its bright and tragic moments.

Boxing

The 1950-51 boxing season was marked by the retirement of the great and controversial Jake LaMotta. LaMotta's career ended in defeat against Sugar Ray Robinson, a fighter many believed was not up to the challenge.

Sailing

The Sailing team had a successful season, winning several competitions and pushing for a spot in the National Championships.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Number 20...THE BALTIMORE ORIOLE

"I don't go for a wild pitch!"

Taking in the gorgeous spring day of May, and under the bright sun of the east, the birds sang their song, and the flowers bloomed in all their beauty.

John Holland, the Orioles' manager, was full of praise for his team. "They've worked hard all season," he said. "I expect they'll do well in the playoffs."
Baseball Who's Who

BUFFALO BASEBALL

University Sports Suffers Loss As Shea Leaves

Lehman Enjoy Varsity Banquet

BY JERRY OSKANDAR

In this issue, our sports editor Jerry Oskandar takes us back to the 1950s, detailing the years of baseball. He begins by mentioning that he is in the process of transcribing an old tape he listened to ten years ago during the baseball season. Whatever the case, he mentions that it was a good story.

The story is about a pitcher in a certain town who was the best pitcher in the country. Some say he was better than Jack Clark. He played professional baseball and his career lasted for over ten years. He was known for his fastball and his curveball. He was also known for his leadership in the clubhouse. His teammates loved him and he was respected by all.

Unfortunately, the story comes to an end. A year after his retirement, he passed away. His legacy lives on through his son, who also became a professional baseball player.

Jerry also writes about other events in the world of sports, including a varsity banquet that took place in New York. The banquet was attended by many of the team's former players. One player, in particular, was mentioned by name - John Oskandar, who had just retired after a successful career in the minor leagues. He was presented with a lifetime achievement award.

Jerry ends his write-up by saying that he is looking forward to writing about more baseball stories in the future.

One of the events mentioned is the annual Suffolk Cup, which is a second baseman. John Oskandar, who is now playing for the Dodgers, lost the competition for the Suffolk Cup.
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An Athlete's Story

By Don Woodrow

With the days becoming longer and the air getting warmer, the athletes of the intercollegiate sports programs are actively engaging in training to prepare for the coming season. The anticipation of the upcoming season is palpable, as teams across the country look forward to the excitement of competition.

A strong team often has a leader who not only excels in their sport but also embodies the spirit of the team. This leader often sets the tone for the season and inspires others with their dedication and commitment.

The success of a team is not just about the individual players, but also about the bond and teamwork that develops among them. The experiences shared on and off the field create lasting memories and relationships that extend beyond the season.

To be a successful athlete, one must not only train physically but also mentally. Mental toughness and resilience are crucial in overcoming challenges and achieving goals.

In summary, the season is a journey filled with hard work, dedication, and the joy of competition. It is a time to push ourselves to new limits and to enjoy the camaraderie of being part of a team. As we prepare for the upcoming season, let us remember the importance of teamwork, perseverance, and the joy of sports.
"Beacon Editor" Remembered Always For Uniting Work

This week's column "Remembered Always" will once again feature our遭遇 Frances St. Clair
Frangione, a principal of the Buffalo High School. St. Clair's column, "Remembered Always,"
has been appearing regularly in our columns. St. Clair's columns always bring a smile to our faces and
she is well known to us all. This week's column will feature Frances St. Clair once again.

Lucky Strike means Fine Tobacco

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!

Fine tobacco and only fine tobacco can give you a better-tasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. So, for the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked, Be Happy—Go Lucky! How about starting with a carton—today?

A Freshman可能 Won't Understand You

A Freshman可能 Won't Understand You

When smokes out loud and has no control

Be Happy—Go Lucky!

L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
SUFFOLK CLUBS END SCHOOL YEAR

Newman Club
The Newman Club of Boston University was established at a meeting in the fall, after a long and successful program of events on the social status and intellectual level. The club's objectives are to organi

SUFFOLK CANTEEN
MEN

Italian Club
Italian Club.

Spanish Club
Spanish Club.

Business Club
Business Club.

Drama Club
Drama Club.

L. G. BALFOUR CO.

SUFFOLK CANTENA

MEN

Egg Salad

Swiss Cheese (on dark)

Bologna

Fish

Tuna Fish Salad

Corn Beef

Roast Beef

Sandwiches

(All sandwiches sold at the Canteen are

Homemade)

"If you like our food, tell others; if not, tell us." —Binsley, Keep Your Canteen Clean.

CLASS RINGS AND PINS
CORRESPONDENCE INVITATIONS
DIPLOMATIC PERSONAL CARDS
MEMORIAL PLAQUES: TROPHIES
CLERICAL WORK

Representative: Mr. Thomas Stilson

Massachusetts

158 W. 39 St., New York, N.Y.
Suffolk Loses Prized Ruby

Shanahan Elected Varsity President

Shanahan, a student at Suffolk College, has been elected as the new president of the Varsity Club. Shanahan has been an active member of the club and has contributed significantly to its growth.
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The Suffolk Rambl'er

LIKE THOUSANDS OF AMERICA'S STUDENTS—
WHAT EVERY SMOKER WANTS

For You

MILDNESS

PLUS NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

OVER 1500 PROMINENT TOBACCO GROWERS

SAID, "When I apply the Standard Tobacco Growers' Test to cigarettes I find Chesterfield is the one that smells mild and smokes milder."

A WELL-KNOWN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION REPORTS: "Of all brands tested, Chesterfield is the only cigarette in which members of our taste panel found no unpleasant after-taste."

ALWAYS BUY CHESTERFIELD